A Decade of Solid Oxide Electrolysis Improvements at DTU Energy
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Solid oxide electrolysis cells (SOECs) can efficiently convert electrical energy (e.g. surplus wind power) to energy stored in fuels such as hydrogen or other synthetic fuels. Performance and durability of the SOEC has increased orders of magnitudes within the last decade. This paper presents a short review of the R&D work on SOEC single cells conducted at DTU Energy from 2005 to 2015. The SOEC improvements have involved increasing the of the oxygen electrode performance, elimination of impurities in the feed streams, optimization of processing routes, and fuel electrode structure optimization. All together, these improvements have led to a decrease in long-term degradation rate from ~40 %/kh to ~0.4 %/kh for steam electrolysis at -1 A/cm², while the initial area specific resistance has been decreased from 0.44 Ωcm² to 0.15 Ωcm² at -0.5 A/cm² and 750 °C.

Introduction

Solid oxide electrolysis cells (SOECs) have the potential for efficient large-scale energy conversion from electrical energy to energy stored in fuels such as hydrogen. The energy can also be stored in more energy dense carbon-containing synthetic fuels after a catalytic upgrading from synthesis gas realized by mixing the hydrogen with CO₂ or even via internal methanation following co-electrolysis of CO₂ and steam (1–3). In this way, SOEC can become an important technology for converting CO₂ into valuable synthetic fuels. A key issue for the SOEC technology is to provide inexpensive, reliable, high performing and long-term stable SOEC for stack and system applications. Over the last decade the research activities in the field of SOEC has increased significantly. Considerable improvement has been achieved and SOEC technology is now at the verge of commercialization (4,5). This increase in SOEC research can be monitored in various ways. One way can be via the number of publications on the topic e.g. as reported by Gómez and Hotza. They reported that the number of SOEC related publications according to Scopus increased from around 20 in 2005 to approximately 110 in 2015. Meanwhile the number of solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) related publications increased from around 900 in 2005 to 2200 in 2008 but has since then decreased to approximately 1550 in 2015 (6). DTU Energy (formerly Risø National Laboratory) has been conducting research in the field of SOEC since 2003 from performance testing of button cells to long-term reversible operation of an SOEC stack. However; this short review will only focus on the test and characterization of single cells; and provide an overview of the cell improvements and increased understanding of performance and durability as a result of SOEC research in the years from 2005 to 2015 at DTU Energy.

Figure 1 illustrates the enormous decrease in long-term degradation achieved for single cell SOEC. The long-term – almost linear – voltage degradation was decreased
from approximately 40 %/kh to 0.4 %/kh. Over the same decade, the initial performance of the single SOEC was increased significantly. As an example; for the two cells in Figure 1, the initial area specific resistance (ASR) was 0.44 Ωcm² for the cell tested in 2005 but only 0.15 Ωcm² for the cell tested in 2015, when measured at -0.5 A/cm² via iV-curves at 750 °C with a gas flow of p(H₂O)/p(H₂):50/50 to the fuel electrode. This significant increase in initial electrochemical performance and long-term durability for the SOEC over the last decade is a result of several different steps of improvements. Figure 2 provides an illustration of the different steps on the “road-of-SOEC-improvements” from 2005 to 2015 at DTU Energy and thereby serves as an outline for this paper. Firstly, we need to treat the subject of impurities (see next section); especially considering the fact that even though solid oxide cells (SOC) are reversible cells, the effect of specific impurities are significantly different when operated as SOEC compared to SOFC. Secondly, significant and electrolysis specific degradation issues were encountered when using the composite (strontium-doped-lanthanum-manganite/yttria-stabilized-zirconia (LSM/YSZ) as oxygen electrode. This is discussed in the section “Improved Oxygen Electrodes”. Improvement of both initial performance and long-term durability of the Ni/YSZ based fuel electrode is related to an altered microstructure realized by changes in the cell manufacturing process. The improved understanding of the puzzling interplay between processing, resulting microstructure and electrochemical performance achieved is described in the section “Processing and Microstructures” prior to the section on improvements for the Ni/SZ based fuel electrode.

Figure 1. Cell voltage recorded over time at -1 A/cm² at 850 °C and 800 °C for state of the art SOEC cells prepared in 2005 and 2015 at DTU Energy (7,8). Linear voltage degradation rates are indicated.
Figure 2. Sketch of SOEC single cell (planar fuel electrode supported single cells) changes from 2005 to 2015 at Risø National Lab/DTU Energy. The abbreviations are: sprayed (spr), screen printed (scr. pr) and tape cast (TC).

Effects of Impurities

There are numerous reports in literature on the effect of impurities on performance and durability of SOFC (9–18) and some research work also report on the effect of impurities on SOEC (7,19–24). In this review of SOEC improvements, we discuss two examples of impurity related SOEC degradation encountered during single cell SOEC testing at DTU Energy. That is, degradation caused by glassy phase impurities in the fuel electrodes, and sulfur sensitivity experienced under electrolysis testing in carbon containing gasses. Both examples illustrate that degradation behavior is different between SOFC and SOEC.

Glassy phase impurities

Glassy phase impurities are typically neither good conductors nor electro-catalysts for the electrochemical reactions. If these impurities are present either at the active sites for the electrochemical reaction or in-between particles, which otherwise would constitute a percolating path for either electron or ion conduction; it will inevitably lead to increased resistance of the SOEC. Figure 3 shows an EDS map of the electrolyte/fuel electrode interface for a long-term steam electrolysis tested SOEC cell (7). There are significant quantities of silica. The silica is clearly concentrated in the part of the fuel electrode closest to the electrolyte i.e. in the region of the cell where the electrochemical reactions in the fuel electrode takes place. This concentration of silica is quantified via the EDS analysis given in the left part of Figure 3; and cannot only originate from the impurities in the raw materials that are in the range of 10-15 ppm SiO$_2$ (25). For the case illustrated in Figure 3 the extraordinary amounts of silica-containing impurities was found to originate largely from the applied glass sealing; even though the same set-up had been applied successfully for fuel cell testing of similar cells. The differences in effect of glass sealing depending on SOFC or SOEC operation of the cells lies in the following; glass based sealing material (e.g. albite glass as applied here) will generate a certain partial pressure of Si(OH)$_4$ when exposed to a p(H$_2$)/p(H$_2$O) gas stream at high temperature. The p(Si(OH)$_4$) will increase with increasing temperature and increasing p(H$_2$O) in the inlet gas (26). The Si(OH)$_4$(g) is in itself not problematic and for SOFC testing the gaseous
silicon tetrahydroxide will simply pass over the cell and be part of the outlet gas stream. However, when the cell is operated in electrolysis mode, H$_2$O (g) is converted at the active TPB sites. This “local” consumption of H$_2$O (g) at and in the nano-meter vicinity of the TPB will inevitably cause the equilibrium (Le Chartelies principle) between the gaseous silicon tetrahydroxide and glassy phase silica towards the formation of silica to “release” steam for the electrolysis process; that is:

\[
\text{Si(OH)}_4 (g) \rightarrow \text{SiO}_2 (s) + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} (g)
\]

and the glassy phase silica impurities will therefore concentrate at or in the very near vicinity of the active sites for the reduction reaction in the fuel electrode. These observations led to improved test set-up minimizing the effect of glassy phase impurities from sealing material. However, one should still pay attention to silica based impurities in SOEC even when applying test set-ups free of glass sealing for SOEC test, as evident from the reporting of trace impurities in later works (22,24,27).

![Figure 3. EDS map of Ni/YSZ electrode/electrolyte interface for a long-term tested SOEC applying a “glass-rich” sealing set-up (7).](image)

**Sulfur sensitivity**

Only very limited results on the sensitivity of SOEC fuel electrodes towards sulfur poisoning has been reported; an “indirect” example is however given by Ebbesen et al. (19,28). Different electrolysis tests were conducted in CO$_2$/CO and CO$_2$/H$_2$O/H$_2$ gas mixtures leading to significant cell voltage increases even at relatively low current densities (-0.25 A/cm$^2$) and in-plane voltage measurements pointed towards a gas phase impurity related degradation mechanism (when compared to in-plane voltage measurements during controlled H$_2$S additions to the fuel inlet gas in SOFC tests). Ebbesen and co-workers reported that the supply gases could contain 5-8 ppb H$_2$S according to the supplier and they were able to measure, but not really quantify, H$_2$S in the supplied gasses. Nevertheless, cleaning of the inlet gasses lead to a significant decrease in loss of performance for the SOEC test at otherwise identical test conditions. Comprehensive test data can be found in the referenced work by Ebbesen and co-workers, while Figure 4 provides an illustrative generalized sketch of the observed cell voltage development over time for these tests.
Figure 4. Sketch\(^1\) illustrating cell voltage development during CO\(_2\) and/or co-electrolysis at current density of -0.25 A/cm\(^2\) and at 850 °C (19).

Later, SOEC tests by Skafte and Hauch with addition of H\(_2\)S in the range from 5 ppb to 2 ppm during co-electrolysis have confirmed the findings by Ebbesen and co-workers. The problematic impurities are especially present in the CO gas. The gases can be cleaned by simple means of crushed Ni/YSZ half-cell as a filter in the inlet gas stream as described by Ebbesen and Mogensen (29). An alternative solution for impurity removal in the gas stream (which is added only to keep the Ni in the electrode in reduced state) is re-cycling of H\(_2\)/CO, which will most likely be part of a commercial SOEC system design anyway. This means that shortly after electrolysis start-up the system will be supplied with H\(_2\)/CO from the electrolysis process and the H\(_2\)/CO will thereby be as clean as the supplied H\(_2\)O/CO\(_2\). Also, it appears that electrolysis-induced poisoning by impurities may be mitigated by switching to fuel cell mode (25). Furthermore, periodic reversible SOEC/SOFC operation has been found to inhibit other major degradation mechanisms as well (30), such as the one described in the next section.

**Improved Oxygen Electrodes**

As illustrated in Figure 2 the first generation of cells tested as electrolysis cells had LSM/YSZ (lanthanum strontium doped manganite/YSZ) composite oxygen electrodes screen printed onto the dense YSZ electrolyte and sintered at \(~1050\) °C. This type of oxygen electrode was tested for 1500 h at 850 °C and was very stable even for fuel cell mode current densities up to 1.94 A/cm\(^2\) (31). However, as shown by Knibbe et al. when testing similar cells for steam electrolysis at 850 °C and -2 A/cm\(^2\) the polarization resistance increased rapidly but with a decreasing rate after a few hundred hours of testing. However, the ohmic resistance continued to increase at these test conditions. Test of a similar cell at -1 A/cm\(^2\) did not show the same significant ohmic resistance increase. The left part of Figure 5 presents a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image from the degraded electrolyte closest (few µm) to the oxygen electrode. The image revealed nano-scale oxygen bubbles formed in the YSZ grain boundaries. The fundamentals behind this degradation process upon operation at high current densities in electrolysis mode but not in fuel-cell mode, lies in the course of the electromotive (Fermi) potential of the electrons across the cell and how it changes from fuel cell mode across OCV to

---

\(^1\) Sketch kindly provided by Dr. K. V. Hansen. Submitted by Hauch and Mogensen as contribution to "Advances in Medium and High Temperature Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Technology", Springer, 2016
electrolysis mode. The degradation mechanism is described Knibbe and co-workers (22) and detailed modeling of the potentials across the YSZ electrolyte is given by Jacobsen and co-workers (32). Upon increasing electrolysis current density the electromotive potential of the electrons in the electrolyte near the oxygen electrode increases while it decreases near the fuel electrode. At the same time the inflection point for the course of the electromotive potential in the electrolyte shifts towards the fuel electrode which further increases the oxygen potential near the electrolyte/oxygen electrode interface. The high electromotive potential near this interface causes oxygen evolution in the electrolyte YSZ grain boundaries which increases the grain boundary resistivity as observed via increasing ohmic resistance measured by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) during electrolysis testing. This “oxygen bubble formation” degradation mechanism is outlined in the left part of Fig. 5. It will therefore be advantageous to apply oxygen electrodes with a decreased area specific resistance (ASR) to circumvent this type of irreversible degradation of the cell in order to increase the current density threshold for which this type of cell degradation is initiated.

Changing the oxygen electrode from the composite LSM/YSZ with an electron conductor (LSM) and an ion conductor (YSZ) to a mixed ionic-electronic conductor (MIEC) led to decreased oxygen electrode polarization resistance and thus lower over potential. From a more fundamental point of view it also changes the reaction mechanism from relying on a triple phase boundary (TPB) reaction site to a reaction zone for MIEC electrodes (33–35). The first MIEC based oxygen electrodes applied for SOEC at DTU Energy were based on LSCF/CGO (lanthanum-strontium-iron-cobaltite/gadolinium-doped-ceria) electrodes and the achieved long-term stability improvement was reported by Hjalmarsson et al. (36). Later, the improved LSC/CGO (lanthanum-strontium-cobaltite) has been applied. State-of-the-art LSC/CGO electrodes only contribute with a resistance of approximately 15-30 mΩcm² at 800 °C and typical electrolysis test conditions (- 1A/cm²) as applied for the test depicted in Figure 1 (8).

Figure 5. TEM image of oxygen bubble formations (nano-scale porosities) in the YSZ grain boundaries in the electrolyte layer closest to the LSM/YSZ oxygen electrode after H₂O electrolysis test at 850 °C and -2 A/cm² and sketch of the degradation mechanism. Reprint from Knibbe et al (22).

**Processing and Microstructures**

The processing route has changed significantly over this last decade as illustrated in Figure 2. Firstly (not shown in Figure 2), the shift from spraying to screen printing of LSM/YSZ electrodes led to improved adhesion to the sprayed YSZ electrolyte. However,
this shift did not change the electrochemical performance significantly and the electrolytes and fuel electrodes were still produced via spraying (37). The later generations of cells are based on tape casting of the fuel electrode, electrolyte and CGO barrier layer. This can be done by either multilayer tape casting or via tape casting and subsequent lamination of the layers prior to co-sintering of the entire half-cells (38–40). Several parameters (e.g. Ni/YSZ ratios, layer thicknesses, particle sizes and sintering temperature) have been investigated to optimize the production of the 4-layer co-sintered half-cells (8,40,41). In recent years processing optimization has also focused on the shift towards – if not completely water based slurries then at least - environmentally friendly production as reported by Foghmoes and co-workers (42). This will inevitably be important for large scale production of SOC.

Microstructures – and their characterization
The processing of the green body along with the sintering profile in principle lay the ground for the cell microstructures. However, one should also pay attention to the fact that the fuel electrode undergoes a reduction after the sintering step but prior to electrochemical operation. One can apply a variety of techniques to analyze electrode microstructures, but in the following we will exemplify the insight gained from two types of microstructural characterization techniques: 1) 3D reconstructions applying focused ion beam slicing and SEM imaging, and 2) low-voltage in-lens SEM imaging (43).

From 3D reconstructions of electrode structures one will typically report the quantification of the TPB length, particle size distributions and phase fractions. However, even though not always reported the 3D reconstruction of the electrode microstructure also holds information on parameters such as tortuosity of the phases and the critical pathway radii. In other words how “twisted-&-turned” and how wide are the Ni “high ways” for the electrons and similarly for the O\(^2\)– gasses in e.g. the fuel electrode. An illustrative example of this type of quantification of the fuel electrode structure was recently given by Jørgensen et al. who analyzed samples exposed to different reduction profiles (44). Figure 6 (left) illustrates the situation. Upon reduction of NiO the Ni network can evolve e.g. like illustrated following arrow 1 or as arrow 2. The difference between these two scenarios is interface area of the Ni particle necking as illustrated by the red line in between the Ni particles – or using the metaphor: how wide is the Ni-highway for the electrons. Figure 6 (right) shows an analysis of this necking effect through the analysis of critical pathway radii for two fuel electrodes that were cut out of the same sample but reduced at 1000 °C (HT) and at 840 °C (LT) (44), respectively. Figure 6 shows that the critical pathway radii\(^2\) for the Ni phase is significantly different for the two electrode structures, while it is more or less identical for the zirconia and pore phases. As an example; let us imaging that a critical pathway radius of 100 nm is required to keep the percolation of the Ni network over time (arrow 3 in Figure 6) else e.g. segregated impurities or morphology changes will break up the Ni network. In this case, approximately 87 % of the initially percolating TPB sites will fulfill this requirement for the high temperature reduced cell but only around 37 % for the low temperature reduced cell.

\(^{2}\) The critical pathway radius is defined as the radius of the widest pathway that can be used to reach each TPB site in the structure; i.e. the radius of the largest sphere that can pass through the network to the TPB site.
Figure 6. A schematic (left) of the Ni-network upon reduction of NiO (path 1 and 2) and upon long-term testing (path 3) and critical pathway radii (right) for two identical fuel electrodes that were reduced at 1000 °C (HT) and at 840 °C (LT) (44), respectively.

The 3D reconstructions provide very detailed microstructural insight. However, typically one will only analyze a small fraction of the electrode, e.g. volumes with side lengths of 10-20 μm. Applying low-voltage in-lens SEM imaging one will be able to investigate several millimeters of electrode in a short time and get a qualitative assessment of whether the Ni particles constituting the necessary percolating network. The next section provides an example where this method was applied in a study of loss of Ni-percolation.

**Ni/YSZ Fuel Electrodes**

The performance and durability of the Ni/YSZ fuel electrodes have improved significantly over this decade and the improvements rely on optimization of processing routes and resulting microstructures. Re-call the sketch in Figure 6 (arrow 3); the percolation of Ni needs to be preserved during long-term operation of the SOC. Figure 7 (top row) shows SEM images of two reference cells (pristine, i.e. only reduced) both having a Ni/YSZ ratio of 40/60 volume percent. The “old” cell (A) had a rather coarse and porous structure with a mean diameter of Ni particles in the range of 1.3 μm and a porosity of app. 36 % in the active fuel electrode. The newly produced cell (C) had finer particles, Ni mean diameter of app. 700 nm, and the active fuel electrode is made as dense as possible, which correspond to a pore fraction of 21 % for a Ni/YSZ volume ratio of 40/60 (8,39).
Galvanostatic electrolysis test at 800 °C, -1 A/cm², 90 % H₂O in H₂ as inlet gas and a steam conversion of 56 % was conducted for cell A and cell C. Figure 8 shows the development of cell voltage (left), Rₜ and Rₚ (right) for the two cells during electrolysis testing. Evidently cell C is the better performing. Analysis of impedance spectra recorded at these electrolysis test conditions at start of the test reveals that the polarization resistance attributed to the electrochemical reactions in the Ni/YSZ electrodes were 98 mΩcm² and 38 mΩcm² for cell A and C, respectively (8). Both cells experience an initial increase in Rₚ; for both cells Rₜ subsequently reaches a constant level. In contrast, the ohmic resistance, Rₜ, only increase minimally for cell C, but a substantial increase for cell A is observed. This Rₜ increase will inevitably be detrimental for cell A within another few thousand hours of testing. The long-term voltage degradation rate of cell C was as low as 0.4 %/kh. This corresponds to that cell C can operate just around thermoneutral potential even after 5 years of operation. Figure 7 (bottom row) illustrates the significant difference in how the electrolysis operation affected the Ni/YSZ electrodes. The Ni particles in cell C still constitute a satisfying percolating network in the entire fuel electrode and support. For cell A there is a significant lack of percolation Ni-network in the inner most 5 μm; the oxide ions thus need to be conducted through the electrolyte and further out in the YSZ network in the porous electrode to reach an active TPB. This will
lead to increased ohmic resistance ($R_s$). Similar examples of loss of Ni percolation and Ni migration can be found elsewhere (24,45). Both initial performance and life-time was hereby improved significantly for the Ni/YSZ electrode from cell A to cell C solely by structure optimizations.

Figure 8. Development of cell voltage (left), $R_s$ and $R_p$ (right) for cell A and cell C during electrolysis at 800°C, -1 A/cm$^2$, 90 % H$_2$O in H$_2$ as inlet gas and H$_2$O conversion of 56 % (8). $R_s$ and $R_p$ values are from impedance spectra recorded during electrolysis testing.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, the SOEC R&D at DTU Energy from 2005 to 2015 have led to:

- A long-term degradation rate decrease from app. 40 %/kh to 0.4 %/kh (for H$_2$O electrolysis test of single cells at -1 A/cm$^2$).
- A decrease in the total initial resistance from 0.44 $\Omega$cm$^2$ to 0.15 $\Omega$cm$^2$ (750 °C and -0.5 A/cm$^2$).
- Optimized electrode structures via inexpensive up-scalable processing routes.

In parallel with the here reported improvements for single cell SOEC from 2005 to 2015 the test duration, size and complexity has changed significantly as well e.g.:

- From test run for tens or a few hundreds of hours to single cell test running for a year and SOEC stack test exceeding ½ year.
- From only galvanostatic testing, to potentiostatic testing, testing reversible operation and even SOC stack test following a wind profile and pressurized SOEC test (2,30,46).
- Last but not least improvements in characterization of SOEC e.g. from impedance spectroscopy only at OCV for single cells to impedance spectroscopy for individual large cells in a stack under current load (47).
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